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To Divine Dental, 

I am writing this reference for Dr. Clive Creager and the rest of the marvellous team 
at the Divine Dental Practice located at the Noosa Civic. I have been a patient at the 
centre for the last 8 months and since having the team at Divine Dental take over my 
oral health care, have not felt I have ever been in better or more capable hands than 
theirs. 

I live approximately 900km for the clinic and see the team for ongoing treatment once 
a month as my GP who referred them also lives in the area, having moved there after 
living and treating me in the area I reside. Due to poor or long waits for medical 
services in the area we chose to continue seeing the same GP by using ongoing 
monthly appointments and when I needed dental work fixed that was done incorrectly 
by my previous dentist, my doctor, Dr. Andrew Ladhams referred me to Divine 
Dental.  Like anyone undergoing dental treatment, I was nervous and sceptical of a 
new dentist, as no one I don’t think can say they enjoy going to the dentist, no one 
willingly wishes pain on themselves and let’s face, quickly after dentist the next word 
you think of is pain. NO MORE. I can sincerely say not once have I been in pain 
under the treatment of Divine Dental due to their practices. 

In the eight or so months that I have been seeing Clive he has repaired a lot of errors 
of my previous dentist, and to boot he is about 15-20% cheaper than my old dentist. 
He has found problems that my other dentist had either neglected or not seen at all, 
treated a bad case of TMJ as best as possible that my previous dentist had refused to 
treat above telling me to rub Lavender oil on the spot, Clive instead ordered a MRI 
and took me through a series of exercises to help keep the jaw loose, as I was having 
trouble by then talking, eating and sometimes the pain interfered with sleep. Although 
the TMJ currently persists, I can at least now, albeit with some pain chew steak and if 
I break up certain items into bite sized pieces I can eat food I previously couldn’t. 
Prior to his treatment I could only open my mouth wide enough with no pain to fit one 
finger in, now I can easily manage two and after treatment for about a week or so I 
can manage the three fingers that dental sites and dentists say is the normal stretch to 
be expected of a healthy jaw. 

The whole team is incredible sensitive to the individual needs of the patient, right 
down to changing the music in the room that suits the patient so they remain calm, a 
nurse is always on hand to rub your shoulder and talk to soothe you. Up until I began 
treatment at Divine Dental, the teeth I had to have removed because of a car accident, 
had been done under general anaesthetic under Clive’s knowledge of the nerve banks 
and his accuracy with the local and willingness to wait until it is active instead of just 
injecting the needle and starting to treat right away leaving you in pain, he will sit and 
chat while it takes effect and only starts once he is certain it is. 

His practice manager and the rest of the staff are kind, competent and take every care 
with each and every patient and as much time that is needed for each individual so 
that you know you are getting caring treatment. All from Clive down to his assistants 
and all in between talk with a caring tone and anticipate problems and have them 



solved before they arise and genuinely care more about the patients then the pay 
check. They all take a keen interest in their patient’s lives outside the practice and 
take the time to get to know you. 

Clive and his team at divine dental have gone above and beyond what you normally 
encounter in the dental surgery to look after me and for that I will always be grateful, 
and am no longer scared of the dentist, in fact I can say I look completely forward to 
the dental work but I do certainly look forward to seeing the team and catching up on 
what everyone is up to in the time between last appointments.  They consider the 
whole patient needs not just the dental work, for example due to other injuries I can 
only be in the chair for so long before my back will begin to seize and my neck ache 
which at one appointment caused my left leg to spasm uncontrollably, leading the 
practice manager to organise with my doctor for the next appointment as I see my GP 
prior to my dental appointments to have a combined injection of a sedative and a pain 
killer to enable me to take the time in the chair to get the work done and the sedative 
to prevent the muscle spasm. 

The fact that each employee greets you in a happy manner and they genuinely enjoy 
working where they do immediately set you at ease, everything is set up to make the 
patients as comfortable as possible. With no hesitation I HIGHLY RECOMMEND 
THEM for your next appointment. I challenge you to find a better team 
ANYWHERE!! Clive and his team will immediately put you to ease and you won’t 
just be comfortable going to the dentist you will actually find yourself looking 
forward to the appointment, be it a regular clean or root canal, and with a $50.00 of 
your next appointment card, doesn’t that alone make it worth seeing if you can make 
your next dentist visit a painless one? I think so. 

  

Talamasca, 

Chinchilla. 

 


